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ABSTRACT
The author, in an expository paper [4], has presented an algorithm
for choosing a non-negative vector n to minimize the function v(n) =
7r(N i M)-ljt subject to the constr...jlint ~nt = C> 0, where N = diag(~),
J: j 0, C > 0 are given vectors and M is positive definite symmetric. In
this paper a derivation of this algorithm is presented, including an ex-
act solution in a degenerate case, only alluded to in [4]. Several appli-
cations, in addition to that of [4], are briefly indicated.
1. INTRODUCTION AND APPLICATIONS:
Let :M be a k x k positive definite symmetric matrix, let rr(,e 0) and ~ > a be given
k-dimensional row vectors, and let C > abe a given scalar. The problem discussed here is
that of choosing n= (n1, ... , nk) to minimize
(1)







where N diag (n) l"'"2 ... °l.a nkJ
-+ -+t
c n -s C ,
(A superscript "t." will throughout denote transpose.)
The author [ 4] has shown that the posterior variance of ~ 1Ti J.li is of the form v( n)
when the J.li'S are a~signed a k-dimensional normal prior distribution with variance-
covariance matrix M-l, and where given J.l i the conditional distribution of relevant sample
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statistics xi (i = 1, ... ,k) based on sample sizes ni' respectively, are independently normal
with mean J1. i and variance proportional to 1/ni. Also it is easy to verify, using results given
in Raiffa and Schlaifer [ 8] , that under a wide variety of models of k independent data generating
processes and natural conjugate prior distributions, the posterior variance (or prior expectation
of the posterior variance) of a linear combination of the unknown process parameters may be
put into the form (1), where the ni are essentially the to-be-determined sample sizes. Thus
the problem indicated above is one of choosing sample sizes to minimize the posterior variance
of a linear combination of unknown parameters subject to a cost constraint. This has immedi-
ate applicability to problems of optimal stratified sample allocation as well as to optimal
design for inference regarding the difference (or contrasts) among treatment effects. These
problems have been treated by the author in a series of papers [4], [5], and [6].
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let the ij-th elements of M and (N + Mr1 be denoted respectively by mij and
u .. ( Ii. ), further let
1J
k
ti(Ii.) =L 1T juij( n ) ,
j = 1
i = 1, ... , k .
Observe that it may be assumed th-+at iT 2: 0, for if some one or more 1T i 's are negative
they may, without altering the function v( n), be replaced by their absolute values provided
merely that the sign of every element in the corresponding rows and columns of 1\1: be
reversed.
Also letting R = {Ii I Ii 2: 0, cnt :s C}, it is clear that R is a closed, bounded,
n n -+ -+
convex set of k dimensional vectors ii , Several useful properties of v( n) for n ERn are
given in the following lemma.
LEMMA 1: For Ii ERn' v( n) possesses the following properties:






v( n) > 0, for n 2: 0 .
c) v( Ii) is a non-increasing function of Ii.
d) v( Ii.) is a convex function.
e) For every E > 0, there is an Ii* 2: 1> such that Ii > ii* implies v(n) :s E.
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PROOF: Property b) follows immediately 'from the definition of v( Ii), and the as-
sumption that iT ;>' O. The derivatives of a) may be verified by direct calculation, or much
more easily by using the matrix derivative theory of Dwyer [ 3]. Properties c) and d) follow
immediately from the form taken by the partial derivatives (4), (5), and the positive definite-
ness of [... u.. (Ii) ... ] . To demonstrate e), it suffices, by c), to show that for every
1J.......... -+ -+ -+
€ > °there is an n * > ° such that v( n *) -s €. Assume the contrary, i.e., for all n 2: 0,
-+ .....-+ -zt -+
v( n) > e , Let € = ITR IT for some arbitrary positive definite diagonal matrix R. Then as
shown in [1, p. 341] or in [2, p. 58] , there exists a non-singular matrix L such that
-+-+ -+ -l-+t ..... -+-+-+t -+ -+ ..... -+
L(N + M) L = D, a diagonal matrix, and L R L = I, the identity. Letting IT = x L, one
.... .... ........ t -1.... .... .... -1 .... -1 .... t
finds the obvious contradiction that for all n > 0, x (L) (N + M - R ) (L) x < 0.
Observe that property c) means, in effect, that the solution to the problem originally
posed will be an Ii such that
(6) cn t = c ,
so that in analyzing this problem we may replace the constraint (3) by the equality (6). This
Lemma also establishes all the needed properties so that general convex programming algo-
rithms may be utilized in finding specific numerical solutions. The specific algorithm and
solution developed here will yield analytic details of the solution which have been found ex-
tremely useful in applications in decision theory. Finally the properties of v( ii ) given in
Lemma 1 establish the applicability of a special case of the fundamental result of Kuhn and
Tucker [7]. (See also the presentation in [9].) Specifically we have, adapting the Kuhn-
Tucker result to this problem:





- A. ;;; _t.2 (Ii0) AOcj
>
° if ° °+ njJ J
_t.2(IiO) + AOc j ° if n.O > °J J
.... o.... t
n c = C .
Our goal is to use this basic result to find an algorithm whereby the solution to the
problem can be mapped out for all C > 0. The solution which is obtained below may be
described briefly as follows: the interval C > ° is partitioned into sub-intervals within each
of which some subset of the nio,s are non-zero, each such n~ being a linear function of C
in that interval. Over all C > °each nio is a continuous piecewise linear function of C. The
algorithm below gives these linear functions explicit form and gives a method for determining
the sub-intervals.
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3. BASIC RESULTS
Let K = {I, 2, ... , k ] , S = {iI' ... , ir} be any subset of K, and W = K - S. Now by
Lemma 2 it is clear that for every C > 0 there is some S c K such that the solution for that
C is characterized by
(10) O{=On.
] > 0
• j € W
j € S.
A useful first step in obtaining the solution for all C > 0 is to characterize the set of C's
(perhaps empty) for which ii 0 is of the form (10) for some given subset S of K. This set of
C's is easily obtained using Lemma 2. Note that condition (8) may be satisfied for j e S by
t
j
( Ii) = ± (AOcj ) 1/2; however, if S is specified and if, additionally, one specifies a set of
signed ones s, (+1 or -1) for j € S, then the Kuhn-Tucker conditions may be solved for] .
AO' nj
O, (j € S) and Aj (j € W) in terms of C. The resulting nj
O will then be the minimizing
set for all C's such that nj
O
2: 0 (j € S), AO > 0 and Aj 2: 0 (j e W). Details of this initial
step are given in Theorem 1 below.
Given S and s. (j e S), we adopt the following definitions and conventions:
] ~ ~
In gene!al given any matrix A and subsets U and V of K, AUV will denote the matrix
formed from A by deleting all rows i for i ~ U and all columns j for j /' V. In particular







K)B WS = VWWM WS 0 if S =
ep or
~ ~ ~ ~ ~
(13) RSS=M SS- MSWVWWMWS'
Similarly, 1T Sand cS are row vectors formed from 71 and C, respectively, by deleting all





where A.(W) and AO(S) will be the quantities A]. and AO of (7) and (8). t/ISand t/lW are defined] ~




Finally we adopt the convention that if x
With these preliminaries we have:
( ~ 2xl ... ~) then x
2 2
(xl' ... , xk ) .
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THEOREM 1: For any given subset S of K and a given set of signed ones, Sj (j E S),






a) y(S) == J;s(1r S - nwBwsY '" o'
b) 1(w) = [iTwV ww - A~/2(S)itsB~sP - AO(S)C W ~ 0
(19) y(S)





n S = v(S).
PROOF: By the definition of t j (n) the conditions (7) and (8) become
.... .... ....
Using the fact that N is diagonal and the assumption that N ww = 0, this system becomes
(22)
and
(23) , -0 1/2 (S) 1f....w = s. M.... ,1, M...." 'l'S SW + 'l'w ww·
....
Solving (23) for l/IW one finds
....





Further, by substituting the above expression for ~W in (22) one finds
.... .... . 1/2 0
But the elements of tJl8 N 88 are Just Sj cj nj for j E 8. Hence multiplying this expression
by G (8) one has
(25)
~ ...... -+ t
Further, by multi~IYing the expression above for tJl8 N 88 by tJl8 and solving this scalar
equation for Ao1/ (8), one finds that
Ao 1/2 (8)
............ t '\"l 0
and by the use of condition (9), that tJl8 N 88 tJl8 = L c j nj = C yields Eq. (19). When these
j E 8
solutions for A(W), ii 0(8), and AO(8) are used, the conditions a) - c) of the theorem are mere
re-expressions of Lemma 2, establishing the theorem.
Observe that if the subset 8 and signs Sj satisfy the conditions of this theorem then
so do 8 and the signs -sr Thus it may be assumed that given any subset 8 we will always
take signs Sj such that Y(8) > O.
It is also important to note that for a given subset 8 of K and signed ones Sj (j E 8)
each of the k conditions (17) and (18) defines an interval on C where the corresponding in-
equality obtains. It is then for all C in the interval, possibly empty, found by taking the
intersection of these k intervals that nO is given by (20) and (21). Clearly to check all
possible inputs to Theorem 1, Le., all subsets 8 of K and all sign assignments, sj' is not
feasible. Fortunately there is a simple procedure for determining the sequence of meaningful
8 and Sj'S which define the successive intervals on C mentioned earlier. As a first step in
this procedure we have the following special case of Theorem 1 for the situation where all 7Tj
are positive, i.e., no 7T j is zero. Taking 8 =K and Sj = 1 (j = 1, ... ,k) the following
corollary is an immediate consequence of the preceding theorem:
COROLLARY: If rr> 0 and
h M.... · th nth f M.... ,-;' (1/2 1/2) th th .... ..... . bwere £ IS e... row 0 ,'I' = c1 , ... , ck ' en e mimrmzrng n IS grven y
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Thus if T. > 0 the first (open) interval C 2 Co and the solution vector Ii0 for C's in
that interval are established by this corollary. What remains is only to provide a mechanism
by which one can, given any meaningful interval on C (set of inputs to Theorem 1 yielding Ii0
for a non-empty interval on C), find the next set of inputs to that theorem which yield the
solution in the next adjacent interval on C. A special important case of such a result is given
in Theorem 2 below. This result can be used in practice to find the solution (or at least a good
approximation) for any problem of the type under discussion. This is the so-called non-
degenerate case.
DEFINITION: By non-degeneracy is meant that T. > <5 and also for every interval on
C for which the conditions b) and c) of Theorem 1 are met, these conditions are satisfied
with strict inequality in each, except at the end points of the interval where one and only one
of the k conditions b) and c) is met With strict equality.
Most real problems of the form (1), (2), and (3) are of the non-degenerate type and, if
not, may be subsumed under this general case by randomly perturbing the 11i's by adding to
them arbitrarily small and unequal Ei'S. In this non-degenerate case an algorithm for obtaining
the solution for all C > 0 is completed by the following theorem:
THEOREM 2: In the non-degenerate case if for 0 :00 CL :00 C :00 Cu :00 00 the conditions
a) through c) of Theorem 1 are satisfied for some given subset S* of K and signs st (j E S*)
and further if
(a) for C < CL the condition c) is violated for j* E S* then for a finite interval on
C (C :00 CL) , nO is given by Theorem 1 by taking S = S* - {j*} and signs Sj = st for
j E S; and
(b) for C < CL the condition b) of Theorem 1 is violated for j* E w* == K - S*, then
for a finite interval on C < CL the optimum Ii 0 is given by Theorem 1 taking S =S* u {j*}
and Sj = st, j .,c j*, and st determined so that for AO(S*) evaluated at C = Cu st takes
the sign of the j*th element of
(28)
-. 1/2 -. -. t
T. W* VW*W* - A0 (S*) t/JS* B W*S* .
This result is a simple special case of Theorem 3 below, and its proof follows from the
proof of the latter theorem.
Thus in the non-degenerate case the solution for all C > 0 is mapped out by using the
Corollary to Theorem 1, then Theorem 2a, Theorem 1, Theorem 2a or 2b, etc., until the result-
ing sequence of non-overlapping intervals covers C 2 O. It should also be pointed out that at
each step in this process no matrix inversion is necessary, for explicit formulae are given in
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[4] (special cases of Lemma 3 below) for changing the expressions of Theorem 1 from the
inputs S* to those for S. A numerical example of the algorithm resulting from the preceding
theory is also given in [ 4] .
4. DEGENERACY
Although in most practical applications the expedient is to perturb the 11 i 's and thereby
eliminate any possible degeneracy, in this section the necessary general theory for finding
exact solutions is given. Recall that degeneracy may arise either because one or more (but
clearly not all) 11 i 's may be zero or where at the lower endpoint, CL , of one or more of the
sub-intervals on C several of the conditions (17) or (18) may hold simultaneously with equality
at C =: CL and are violated for C < CL. We handle this second type of degeneracy first. The
problem arising is solved by a suitable generalization of Theorem 2. The following prelimi-
naries are needed.
Let S, J, and W' form a partition of K =: {I, 2, ... ,k} and 1\1 be the k x k positive
definite symmetric matrix of (1). Let 1\1 * consist of permuted rows and columns of 1\1 so that
... ... ...
M SS MSJ M SW'
... ... ... ...
M* M JS MJ J M JW,
...
MW'S MW'J MW'W'
where the matrix elements of it * are as defined earHer. It is assumed that the relevant ~, ;,
c, and so on, are conformably permuted and partitioned. In Lemma 3 below the quantities
defined in (11), (12), and (13) for S and its complement W =: W' U J are related to the same
quantities taking S' =: S U J and its complement W'. We first redefine these six quantities














~~ ~ r [~ ]M J J M JW, M JS
MW'S MW'W' MW'S '
(31)





VW'W' = [MW'W'] -1 ,
i3~,S' - [i3 ~'S B~'J] = M\\i'W, [MW'S MW'J ] ,
-+ , _ ~-+-+ SS liS]
RS'S' .... .
RjS R J J
41
[
-+ -+ .... -1 -+
M SS - MSW,MW'W,MW'S
.... -+ -+ -1 ....
M JS - MJW,MW'W,MW'S
These expressions follow immediately from (11) - (13). With these definitions one has:
-+
LEMMA 3: Under the above definitions with M * positive definite symmetric:
(35)
(-+ ' )-1 (-+' )t- R J J BW'J
.... , -+, (-+, )-1-+'







.... , ) 1-+ ]R J J - RjS
.... , .... , .... , -1 .... ,















B SJ V JJ
->
Vww
PROOF: It is a commonly known and easily verifiable result that
( -> ' )-1R J J '
-> -1 -> -1 -> (->') -1 -> -> -1
MW'W' + MW'W,MW'J R J J MJW,MW'W'
-+ -+ -+ -+ 1 -+
where R JJ = (MJJ - MJW' MW'W' MW'J) , as per (34). The result (35) then follows fron:
this form using (32) and (33). The expression (36) is readily obtained by substituting the abo
expression in (30) and then using definitions (32) - (34). By substituting (36) in (31), one Iindi
from which (37) follows using (34). Finally, expressions (38) - (40) are easily obtained by
solving the system of equations (35) - (37) for the primed quantities.
Finally, since we are aiming at relating the successive inputs to Theorem 1, we re-
state, for convenience, the quantities used in that theorem for the subsets S' =S u J and S
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43
and GS(S ') and GJ(S ') are diagonal matrices having elements 1/1/Ij for j E Sand j E J,
respectively.
For the subset S = S' - J, the same quantities are given by:
(46)
(47) ~w,(W) [7TW 'VW W ' + 7TJ VJW' - A~/2(S)~SB~,s]2 - AO(S)C W"







With these preliminaries we may state and prove the following generalization of
Theorem 2:
THEOREM 3: (a) Consider the inputs to Theorem 1 consisting of the subset S' =
S u J of K and signs s ~ (j E S '). Suppose for such inputs Y(S ') > 0 and further that at the
-+ J-+ -+ -+
point C = Cu vJ(S ') = 0 and vJ(S ') < 0 for C < Cu then taking the new subset S ~ K and
signs Sj = sj for j E S one finds Y(S) > 0; at C = CL ' A~/2(S) = A~/2(S')' j;(S) = ~s(S'),
~W ,(W) = ~ (W'), and ~J(W) = 0, while for C < Cu ~J(W) 'j O. Also if additionally at
C = Cu ~(W') < 0 and vS(S') > 0 then in an interval on C < CL ' ~W,(W) < 0 and ~(S) > O.
(b) Consider the inputs to Theorem 1 comprising the subset S of K (with complement
W =W' u~J) and s~gns sL (j E S). ~ Suppose for such inputs Y (S) > 0 and also at the point
C = Cu - AJ(W) = 0 and AJ(W) < 0 for C < CL ' then letting the new subset be S' = S u J and
signs sj = Sj for j E Sand Sj for j J (or equivalently GJ(S')) determined so that at C = CL
(51)
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then Y(S') > 0 and at C = CL' A~/2 (S') = A~/2 (S), v(S') = v(S), ~(W') = ~w,(W), and
vJ(S') = 0, while for C < CL' vJ(S') 1. O. Also if additionally at C = CL' ~w,(W) < 0 and
v(S) > 0, then in an interval on C < CL' X(W') < 0 and vS(S') > o.
PROOF: To demonstrate (a) note by hypothesis that for C = CL' vJ(S') = 0 which
by (44) implies
(52)
Equating this to (45) one finds that
Taking the inputs S ~ K and Sj = sj for j E S one has by definition
(54) Y(S)
Evaluating this expression for C =CL' as given in (53), and using (52), (41), together with (36)
and (37) of Lemma 3, one has for C =CL
Hence using the hypothesis that vJ(S ') = 0 one has
from which it follows that at C = CL' A~/2 (S) = A~/2 (S'). This, in turn, establishes the fact
that Y (S) > O.
By similar substitutions it is readily verified that at C = CL' v(S) = vs(S') and
~w,(W) = ~(W'). And since v(S) and ~W,(W) are continuous functions of C it follows that if at
CL vs(S') > 0 and ~(W') < 0 then for some interval below CL v(S) > 0 and ~W,(W) < o.
There remains only consideration of XJ(W). By definition.
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and by Lemma 3 this may be expressed as
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Again by the hypothesis that at CL, vJ(S') = 0, it follows that at that point XJ(W) = 0 for the
quantity in curly brackets is just ~/2 (S) ~J' Thus the absolute value of that quantity at CL
is A~/2 ~JS J >0 where SJ is a diagonal matrix whose elements are Sj for j e J. Suppose
that XJ(W) > 0 for some interval on C below CL then
for, by continuity, the absolute value of the quantity in curly brackets above is itself times SJ
near CL. By hypothesis vJ(S') < 0 for C < CL, or by (44) and the definition of GJ(SI)
(56)
By replacing the decreasing function of C, A~/2(S') by the similarly behaved function A~/2(S)
the inequality in (56) continues to hold. Multiplying (55) by the transpose of (56) thus results
in a negative scalar and since SJ s} = i, the identity, one has a contradiction of the positive
definiteness of (:Ii JJ) -1, we conclude that for an interval below CL' XJ(W) J 0, establishing (a).
Part (b) of the theorem is established in strictly analogous fashion.
Several comments on this result are in order. First observe that if for the interval
CL :s C :s Cu the solution, Ii0, is given by Theorem 1 using the inputs S' = S U J and signs
sj wher: all the 50nditions of that theorem hold with strict inequality except at CL (and CU)
where IIJ(S') = 0 and all these components are negative for smaller C's then for the new
subset S and signs Sj' as per (a) of Theorem 3, all conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied for
a contiguous interval on C below CL with one exception. This exception being that for C < CL
the only statement regarding ;\J(W) is that not all its components are positive. A similar in-
terpretation is immediate from (b) of this result. Second, observe that if J = {j*} say, then
this theorem clearly yields the next meaningful inputs to Theorem 1 and thus the solution for
the adjacent subinterval on C. This is precisely the special case singled out as Theorem 2
earlier.
Finally and more generally, Theorem 3 may be used as follows. Suppose that for some
inputs to Theorem 1 the minimizing Ii is given for all C € [CL' CU] , but at CL several of the
IIi'S and/or \'s are zero and are respectively less than zero and greater than zero for C's
below CL. One can then apply (a) and (b) of the theorem sequentially, resulting in a finite
sequence of subsets of K and corresponding signs, the last of which must define the inputs
yielding nO for the interval [CL" CLl for some CL' < CL. That such a process terminates
follows immediately from the theorem, for at each application the number of conditions of
Theorem 1 which are violated for C < CL by the new subset and signs must be reduced by at
least one.
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Exact solutions under the degeneracy of the form discussed thus far may also be
obtained by perturbation. For example, if for some solution interval several conditions on the
v. 's and/or A. 's are met with equality at the lower endpoint CL and violated below, then by1 1
randomly perturbing the 1T i' s, say, the degeneracy may be removed and Theorem 2 used to
map out the solution for the perturbed problem. This solution will consist of a sequence of in-
puts to Theorem 1 defining the solution for a corr-esponding sequence of non-overlapping inter-
vals on C. These inputs may be checked in sequence for the unperturbed problem, most often
the inputs yielding the first interval of non-trivial length will provide the solution for the next
interval below CL for the original problem.
Finally, these same ideas can be used to find solutions when degeneracy in the form of
zero iii's occurs. Note that if some of the 1T i 's are zero all of the previous theory holds with
the exception of the corollary to Theorem 1. Thus zero 1T i 's raise only one difficulty, viz.,
how to obtain a start. That is, the first interval, [CO' ex;], is not given by the preceding theory.
As pointed out earlier, a solution in this case may be obtained arbitrarily close to the exact
solution by perturbing the 1T i's by adding to each a small positive E i ' Moreover, such approxi-
mate solutions can be adjusted to yield exact results by checking the successive inputs to
Theorem 1, obtained for the perturbed problem, for the unperturbed problem. Once some set
of inputs yield the solution via Theorem 1 for the unperturbed problem for any non-empty
interval on C, then the previous theory may be used to map out the exact solution for all other
C. Note that although we have concentrated on going from one interval to the next on the left,
the results above may also be used in reverse fashion to obtain the next adjacent interval to
the right.
5. v(n O) AS A FUNCTION OF C
Letting Ii0 (C) be the solution to the problem of minimizing (1) subject to (2) and (3),
it is useful then to examine
(57)
Let 11,12, ... ,I be the sequence of non-overlapping intervals on C within each of whichr~O
the solution vector n is given by Theorem 1 for some subset Si of K and signs Sij for





Further it follows from the preceding theory that for all i AO (Si) exists and is positive,
hence v*(C) is a continuous decreasing function of C. Furthermore, its derivative, -AO (Si) ,
is also a continuous function of C, for by (19) it is continuous within each Ii and by the result
of Theorem 3 it is continuous at the endpoints of these intervals. Also from (58) and (19)
> 0 for
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establishing convexity of v*{C). Finally it may be observed that as C increases v*{C) goes to
zero, this follows immediately from Lemma 1. Summarizing these results we have:
LEMMA 4: v*{C) = v (Ii 0 (C)) is a continuous, strictly decreasing, convex function
qf C such that
a) lim v*{C) 0
C~cx;
and
b) v*{C) possesses a continuous first derivative given by
(59) dV*{C) __ A(S.)=_{ Y(Si) }2,
dC 0 1 ........-+t
C + 1/IS R S.S. 1/IS .1 1 1
This lemma enables us to give a relatively simple expression for v*{C) as a function
of C 2: O.
THEOREM 4: For C E Ii' i = 1, ... , r,
(60) v*{C)
where K. is determined so that v*{C) is a continuous function of C for all C 2: O. For the
interval 111 containing zero K1 is determined so that v*{0) = ;M -11ft or for the interval
Ir (C 2: Co ) Kr = O.
PROOF: Follows immediately from the lemma.
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